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Freeing the channels - farmer-managed
water supply

by Marc Lammerink, Isaack Oenga, and Simon Croxton
How much do we know about the principles or
External input
traditional methods of distributing water in the
What should be the role of d�velor
ment
agencies and professionals·? Jn
South? Should we accept current orthodoxies
the past, the state has often been a key
about the cultivator and his crops, farmers as a player in providing agricultural serv
group, and the need for central management of
ices. Nowadays. it is common for the
state to retreat: drawing on his experi
the scheme? Simon Croxton introduces the
ences
Peru. Gonzalo La Cruz
issues, while Marc Lammerink and Isaack Oenga exploresin some
options for an NGO
explain what they mean by community
working in such a situation. In theory.
management through partnership.
NGOS and other external agencies
FARMERS NEED WATER. That is
hardly a surprising statement. There
are few areas of the tropics where
farmers can rely on sufficient rainfall
throughout the year: the only way to
increase or even permit agricuhural
production is to try to manage what
ever water is available. 'Irrigation'
covers a broad spectrum of techniques.
ranging from the extremely simple �uch as planting on the retreating flood
plain of an ephemeral river - to
complex systems where water is trans
ported long distances by canals.
Although large-scale irrigation
schemes are still favoured in some
circles. their damaging effects on the
environment, inefficient water use. and
inability to meet the needs of disadvan
taged communities. have led to in
creasing interest in small-scale. com
munity-managed schemes.
This edition of Wa1erli11es does not
dwell on the argument against large
irrigation schemes, but starts from the
recognition that such criticisms exist
and are well substantiated. What we
focus on is the argument that smaller
scale. community managed alterna
tives are viable. and can be the basis
for household and wider food security.
Techniques are, therefore. only half
the stOT)·. Water that is to be used to
irrigate must be managed; good timing
and calculating the optimum amount
can be vitally important. Very often, a
limited amount of water has to be
shared among many different users,
including farms. So farmers need both
technical and management skills if
they are to succeed in using water
effectively for irrigation.
Traditionally, farrners have coped
without external intervention. Through
a process of trial and error, they have
developed a variety of basically simple
techniques. Similarly, communities
have developed management systems

that enable a rational and effective use
of water. But what happens when there
are changes within society at large, and
in these communities in particular.
which weaken or destroy traditional
systems? As Kudakwashe Murwira
describes in his article on the farmers
of Chivi, colonial rule frequently re·
suited in a disruption or dismantling
of traditional systems. and also led to
the forcible movement of people into
marginal areas.
Increasing population� may also put
pressure on scarce resources and re
quire farmers to use new methods of
supplyint water to their crops. Pastor
alists,are.forced to settle: new markets
require new crops. All these events,
and a multitude of others in a rapidly
changing world, can propel farmers
into learning new skills, and irrigation
expertise may well be among these.
Changes may also result in farmers
losing skills, and then being unable to
draw upon them when the need arises.

should have a lot to offer. The tech
nique� that upderpin irrigation prac
tices are well understood at the theo
retical level. It is possible to design
systems that optimize water use. and
which should support increased pro
duction.
Cnfortunately. reality does not al
ways live up to expectations. Why is
this? Geert Diemer and Frans Huibers
suggest that external agents' under
standing of what farn1ers are actually
doing is insufficient. There is a ten
dency to look at the textbook defini
tions of what signifies 'best' practice;
a tendency to be blind to the skills and
knowledge of farmers which, as Ian
Smout's article illustrates, are in daily
evidence in a wide range of basic
small-scale irrigation systems.
All the contributors look at what
farmers are doing in specific situations.
and suggest how external agents might
assist them in managing and control. ling water more effectively, and in
facilitating local management of water
resources.

Community management
Community management as an ap
proach to water supply is still at an
initial stage of development. In many
cases, communities pay only limited
contributions for either construction
or upkeep, and have little real control
over them. The true potential of
communities to take on a higher degree
of urgent responsibility for their water
�upply is not yet sufficiently known.
This has been the experience of various
international agencies interested in the
further development of community
input in water programmes on the
ground. Current experience suggests
that supporting the development of a
more prominent role for communities
as managers of improved water-supply
systems has several advantages. It can
lead to greater efficiency in system
performance. improve cost-effective
ness for both communities and agen
cies. and has better prospects for the
long-term sustainability of water
-;upply improvements.
Widespread community participa
tion in water-supply development has
revealed a significant potential within
user communities to take up manage
ment roles. In particular, experience
has been gained in rural areas, where
a large number of scattered and simpler
water-supply systems. such as
handpumps and small piped systems,
have been introduced. Coupled with
the incapacity of the central agencies
to maintain and manage these facili
ties. this introduction has led to the
adoption and implementation of poli
cies to hand over the management of
these systems to the user communities.
At the same time. many programmes
have continued to view rural communi
ties as participants and beneficiaries,
rather than as partners and managers.
Furthermore, they have often used a
blanket approach: one type of water
supply technology and service level is
introduced for communities to manage.
and one type of community organiza
tion and financing system is set up to
implement the management. In prac
tice. this has meant that development
strategies. and the methods and tools
used to implement them, have often
been too inflexible and limited in scope
to assist communities in developing
the management potential they
require. 1 In practice. community management
can take many forms. At the one end
there is low-cost :.md voluntary man
agement of simple dug wells and
boreholes. followed by more complex
management systems taking care of
piped schemes with public. group, and
private connections. At the other end

Many programmes still view rural communities as participants and henejiciaries
- not parmers and managers.

of the scale, there are relatively sophis�
ticated community water-supply sys
tems with private connections and
water-treatment plants. As develop
ment progresses. the form of manage
ment can gradually change from volun
tary water committees to local water
associations which employ several
paid staff. and occasionally evolve into
a broader community-based enterprise
which also provides other environ
mental services.
Community management does nm
imply that communities must either
take care of everything, or pay the full
costs. The idea of partnership allows
scope for sharing responsibilities be
tween supporting agencies and com
munities. ranging from agency back-up
to community-managed handpump
wells. to a combined management
system for a comprehensive piped
water supply. in which a professional
agency manages the main works. while
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local organizations are responsible for
managing service, maintenance. and
for financing the recurrent costs of
local distribution networks.

Functions
Local management organizations per
form a wide variety of functions.
depending on the agreed division of
responsibility between the agency and
the community. A typical job descrip
tion covers a range of skills: to
negotiate on the communit{s behalf:
to co-ordinate and to administer techni
cal and managerial tasks: to maintain
accurate financial and administrative
records: to promote good use of the
water system: and to communicate
regularly and report back to the com
munity.
Building the capacity of communi
ties to undertake these responsibilities
is seen by many as a major task for
3

Pakistan - village planning improves system design
Village water commiuees play a significant rok in the detailed design of
!!ravitY water schemes in northern Pakistan. where the, arc assisted hv
�ngineer� from the Agil Khan Rural Support Programme· (AKRSPl. In th�
village of Gutkin. the water committee opted for a gravity scheme. with a
yard tap for all 102 households. As well as deciding on the service level. the
water committee also prepared plans showing the desired routes for pipelines.
The water commi1tee and AKRSP engineers prepared a derailed design.
and submi1ted a joint project proposal lO the Canadian High Commission.
securing a grant 10 build the scheme. Construction was carried out almost
exclusively by the community. with local plumber� hired by the water
committee. AKRSP made periodic site-inspection visit� to check on the
qua! ity of the work.
The new scheme was completed in a year. replacing a poorly built system
- installed with donor assistance - which did not provide a full service. and
which broke down when the pipes, in shallow trenches. froze and cracked.
AKRSP"s technical advice enabled the villagers to build their own supply to
a much higher standard, and achieve a service level which matched
community needs.
different locations at the same source
(along a riverbank. or on a lake shore).
Many of these decisions are made by
women, who have long played a
crucial role in the traditional manage
ment of water sources.
Women are central to the success
of water-improvement programmes.
They are capable of taking responsibil
ity for complex technologies, as well
as managing the basic care of water
points. The relationship between man
agement authority and control over
resources may help to further
streng,tllen the role of women, but it
mny also mean that even greater efforts
must be made to ensure that they are
-properly represented in the manage
ment process. In many societies.
authority positions are reserved for
men: as community involvement in
creases. therefore, gender issues must
be considered to prevent a situation in
which men are in a controlling. mana
gerial role. while women are relegated
to a passive role in an area in which
they formerly enjoyed considerable
independenceand responsibility.
Flexible and gender-specific strate
gies which strengthen communit)
management capacities must be estab
lished, and allowed to develop at an
appropriate pace. making full use of
indigenous knowledge. Experience
shows that ·when change is limited to
Age shall not wither thee ...anciem shifting responsibilities to local
authorities and users.without working
methods must 11e1•er he discounted.
methods and means to match. commu
nity management will make little or
Women - a decisive role
no difference to sustained functioning,
Water collection and use are often use and hygiene·.�
regulated by explicit or implicit agree
ments which define uses (drinking,
livestock watering, clothes and body Lessons learned
washing.and irrigation) for water from A number of key lessons have emerged
different sources (wells, springs, recently from IRC's analysis of experi
streams. rivers. and dams). or at ence in community-managed water-

supporting agencies. In providing this
support. many water agencies create
new forms of local organization to
manage the water-supply system. More
can be achieved, however. by 'building
on experience with locally_developed
management patterns for traditional
water sources. The overall water
resource management may still require
govemmentco-ordinationand support.
Whereas community management
focuses on poorer rural areas, the richer
urban residents continue to receive
highly subsidized water services.

.l

Planes and boats and
electronic mail
Our special thanks go to Simon Croxton
and Andrew Graham who. despite
Simon ·s long-haul rrips to IT projects
in South Asia - and house-moving
traumas - jointly co-ordinated this
issue. Andrew is a freelance consultant
specializing in small-scale water sup
plies, sanitation, irrigation.and co mmu
nity participation.He is currently look
ing for an overseas assignment; inter
ested parties can contact him direct at:
Heasewood Farmhouse. Isaacs Lane,
Haywards Heath. W. Sussex RH16
4RZ, UK. Tel: +44 1444 440794.
Correction
Dr Astier Almedom has asked us to
correct the following errors which crept
into her article, co-written with Chris
tian Odhiambo, which appeared in
Vol. 13, No.2. On page 26: under the
sub-heading Questions. villagers were
not asked questions directly; they were
involved in addressing the questions
asked. On pages 26 and 31. the
illustrations should have been attributed
to the SHEWAS Project; and on page
29, the pocket-chart drawings should
have been credited to Tom Mboya.
On page 6 of the Almedom/Chatter
jee article featured in Vol.13, No.3,
paragraph 3, line 3, should have read
'East African regions of Siaya and
Dodoma ...': Siaya is not in Tanzania;
and the drawing featured on the same
page - although an original by Juliet
Waterkeyn - was 'translated' to suit
a Rangi setting by Peter Chewa.

Protection rather than cure

In the July issue of Waterlines, we
ex.amine practical ways to prevent
and control pollution in the South.
Protection has never been so impor
tant, as many countries face increas
ingly competitive demands for
water.
How can existing monitoring and
pollution-control techniques help to
protect and manage water resources;
and what are the latest methods and
approaches being tested in the field?
Sibekile Michael Mtetwa Jooks
at the action taken by governments
on pollution control, with special
reference to Zimbabwe. Oliver
Carr ex;unines the water quality on
mining sites in Ghana:- just how
great are the groundwater-pollution
risks, and what are the subsequent
effects on the local community's
water supply? Ken Iwugo describes
some appropriate technologies for
pollution control· and waste treat
ment being practised in Asia and
Africa . Guy, Howard and Alice
Simonds propose a pollution risk
assessment
methodology
for
fieldworkers in Africa.

sur•ply_ systems, which will be verified
in a participatory action research pro
ject - in which local men and women
in selected communities assess prob
lems
already underway in
Cameroon, Colombia. Guatemala,
Kenya, Nepal, and Pakistan.3 It was
found that community management:
) goes beyond community participa
tion, and equips communities to
take charge of their own water
supply improvements;
) involves a long-term and changing
partnership between communities
and supporting agencies. It strength
ens the capacity of each partner, and
enables their combined resources
to be used more effectively:
:> can mean more widespread im
plementation of sustainable water
supply systems:
) allows support agencies to act as
facilitators, rather than as providers,
demanding new skills and offering
greater opportunities;
.) brings benefits which can extend
beyond water into other develop
ment activities:
) extends its scope beyond rural water
supplies to peri-urban supply; and
) can be monitored and evaluated
using (slightly adjusted) conven
tional progress indicators, as capac
ity building is a major component.

Water-improvement programmes
represented at all levels.

will fail unless women are properly

Between now and 1998. the field
research will also aim to fill in the
continuing gaps in our knowledge. as
well as to improve practical guidance
on how to promote and implement
successful community management.
In particular, research will concentrate
on time costs and improved cost
effectiveness; replicability and moving

From supply to demand - KFWWSP
Kenya provides a clear example of the contradictions inherent in the change
from a demand-driven to a supply-driven ap_groach. The Kenya Finland
Western Water Supply Programme (KFWWSP)·is funded by the Finnish and
Kenyan Governments. with KEANCO (Kenya Finland Company) acting as
an implementing agency. The programme, launched in 1984, operates in
Western Province and in parts of Siaya District in Nyanza Province.
The fourth and final phase of KFWWSP began in 1993, and will be
completed in 1995. A demand-driven approach has been adopted, in contrast
to phases I to 3 when the supply-driven approach was favoured. with the
emphasis on physical outputs.
The supply-driven approach involves service delivery by providers upon
whom communities depend and who are unable to meet their needs. These
people became partners in service delivery. They will bring their own
resources - knowledge, finance, organization - into play.
In this approach, the authorities become advisers, facilitators, and overseers.
This demand-driven approach requires ongoing learning by, and flexibility
from. agency staff.
Some of the contradictions KFWWSP is trying to overcome include:
) mobilization takes a lot of agency time, while the evaluation of the agency's
performance is usually still based on output;
) other implementing agencies are still using the supply-driven approach.
causing confusion and frustration;
,.) conflicts between different interest groups - such as politicians - who
still expect free services;
) earlier. unsuccessful experiences have discouraged the communities from
paying for more water points;*
0 unrealistic target-setting: one community was asked to provide
KSh. 240 000 within one month, at a time when families were short of
food; and
O poor communities are left out, as they are less likely to take the initiative
to obtain an improved water supply.

-
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to scale: community management's
impact on the poor; the financial
burden on the community (and estab
lishing who pays the rest); and defining
the limits of community manage
ment.•
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